
 
 

 

 

Creative Wordshops  Feb/March 2013 
Writing Newsletter 

 

Re-story, re-create and re-imagine your Life and Work 
 
 

Stop Press : Calling  Durban, Cape Town Johannesburg and …? 
Announcing the 2013 Life Story Course leading to a shared publication  

March-April 2013  see purple print below    
 
 

You can read in the space of a coffin, you can write in the space of a toolshed. 

(Annie Dillard) 
 

Dear writers, story-tellers, readers and writers who are discovering they are writers…. 
 

Sometimes people ask, “I don’t have space at home. Where must I write? ” if writing is about 
an alignment, it is also about aligning ourselves with an internal /external space. Here is poet 
David Whyte (The Three Marriages): “Writers may seem the ultimate imaginative travelers, but 
like most of us in work, what they crave most of all is a settled rhythm and a place 
they can call their own…” He describes the studio of an Irish writer friend and someone he 
witnessed on the London Underground: 
 

…a little working paradise that made me almost giddy with desire. The center of attention 
was a beautifully organized desk, which sat level with a window that gazed out onto a 
wild acreage of grass and meadow that rose and rose into the mountains of 
Connemara. The mountain landscape seemed to offer an invitation to horizons as 
yet touched; as yet unbroached…. finely constructed bookshelves gathered at either 
side of my friend's shoulders and curved off into the room….  
… 

I once stood in fascination over a man crouched on the scruff floor of a swaying London 
Underground carriage. He was furiously scribbling paragraph after paragraph as we 
hurtled along, through the black dark of the Bakerloo Line. Nothing stopped his work 
not the accidental kick of his pad by passengers getting on or off at the stops, not his 
falling back onto his bottom I when the train halted in the tunnel. He simply picked up 
his pen again in whatever position he now found himself in and carried on writing 
energetically. … 
 

The memory of that man has stayed with me year after year reminding me that I could 



work wherever there was a corner wherever there was a knee or a pen or a pad, 
wherever there was a pause in the besieging clamor of the world. I didn't need a 
paradise in order to work, but work itself, given focus and given time for that focus to 
blossom, could open a little Eden of its own. 

 
 

Thomas Moore tells a  story about a man who built a writing studio with a grand view over the 
garden. He put in an impressive desk and furnished the room down to fine details. He even 
had a row of sharpened pencils awaiting inspiration. He was so proud of his writing room that 
he insisted that Moore, his therapist, visit it. Yet during all the time that Moore knew the man, 
he never wrote a single word. 
 

Here are a few thoughts from my The Writer’s Voice. Once in an English village, my hostess, 
Rebecca, pointed out of  her back window. “See that shack?” I looked at a small 
outbuilding. “That is where Roald Dahl  wrote.” 
 

The single room had been left as he had used it in his life time. There in this room was his 
armchair and a green board that Roald Dahl fitted over the chair. He worked in pencil 
and the pencil rubbings could still be seen on the green board.  
 

When the poets, Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath, shared a small London flat, Hughes wrote in 
a cupboard under the stairs. Bonnie Friedman, a writer and teacher of writing, talks 
about…. a special chair. “The orange chair was a perfect half-sphere, padded all round. 
I’d push it up flush against the sill of the living room window, climb aboard like hoisting a 
dingy and then swirl the thick heavy curtains so they draped behind me.”. Annie Dillard 
even suggests that a writer needs a room with no view “ so imagination can meet memory 
in the dark”  
 

Other writers have written in public places - at cafes. on benches at bus stops. William 
Faulkner, wrote much of his novel, As I Lay Dying, sitting in a wheelbarrow at the fire-station 
while on night shift. We can write anywhere. There is a line from John Donne’s poem Good 
Morrow - “ makes a little room an everywhere.” 

 

I often write at the Timeless Café at the Strand. We held the launch of the Cape Town 2011 
Life Stories publication, Words on a Mirror, there.  My son Dominic’s cover replicates the scene 
from a window though he had not yet been to the café.  Here are the opening two verses 
and the last verse from the poem (for the rest see attachment): 
 

At the Timeless Café  

 

time was away and somewhere else…. 
the clock forgot them and the radio waltz 

came out like water from a rock… (Louis MacNeice)  
 

there’s a touch of Italian  
in this square of time, 
this sort of indoor-outdoor  
piazza along Strand beach, 
this latte longitude, a milk white 
Fiat bubble parked outside.  
 

tick-tock sound stills here, 
where tide time rolls in out 
and sometimes the wind  
chimes sixty gusts a minute 
then drops in blue days 



to a breeze as docile  
as the steam rising  
from a cappuccino. 
no one here asks the hour 
che ora sono?  
 

….. 
 

 

a café like this needs  
an aroma poet in residence 
curled up like a cat in the corner.  
from a window stool, he watches, 
one eye on the indigo tide,  
his pen swings like a pendulum,  
hands circle the scribbling page,  
his other index finger and thumb 
hook into a cup’s ear, listening. 
croissant flakes line his lip 
his third eye sees the café’s image. 
and I, self-elected, like a God father,  
sending amore, Fellini’s la dolce vita 
and oceans of time, am he. 
 
 

Yet like Hamlet when it comes to  a writing place “ I could be bounded in a nutshell, and 

count myself a king of infinite space.” May you find your writing space. 
 
But  t he 

 

 
 

 
 

Publishing News 
 

 
 

 

 
 

                    The Door is Always Open, Remembering our Stories 

 

 

 

 

      Memory feeds imagination.   (Amy Tan) 
 

The Door is Always Open was launched at the Coaching Centre in 
Sept 2012. All fifteen writers from KZN, the Cape and Gauteng were 
present. They wrote mini memoirs as part of this 2012 Life Story Course 
leading to a shared Publication (LSP). Dominic Haarhoff designed our 
cover. The book joins its sister publication, Words on a Mirror (2011) 
 
 

 

 

(ex the 2012 Foreword)…   
 
….these pages (acknowledge)the ancestors, skydiving, and earth 
tremoring. The music of Pink Floyd’s The Wall and echoes of the Hobbit 
accompany another journey out of darkness. A field kitchen man pairs 
cuisine and cocktail with memory and desire. Dancing with the Big C in 
a family circle. Stories of concentration camps, of mental illness and 

the sonar hope for those yet unborn. Student days. Falling in love with colour – lapis lazuli and 
indigo.  
 

Growing up in central African turmoil where the lion is not always asleep, Visiting like 
Persephone the underworld. Dutch lullabies. Calling back a brother from under the water. 
What the world looks like through a squint. How isiXhosa arrives to restore vision. Stories of 
indigenous gardens, horse riding and surfing. The sharp edges of miscarriage, menopause 



and miracle. Taking the gap. A tour through the hidden life of Egypt, its City of the Dead, its 
City of Garbage, its Coptic caves with kilims and stories of a sunrise faith that moves 
mountains.   
 

 

The next LSP course starts in March 2013 and leads to a similar publication.  
 

It’s a poor sort of memory that only works backward (Lewis Carroll) 
 
Since the months run like (insert your own image e.g., shoppers galloping to a January sale) 
soon it will be March and the star of the new course appears on the horizon…. We begin in   
40 - + days… see count down on big screens next to freeways and at stadiums…  
 

I am incited (to quote one of my children from way back when…) this seems like it will be 
another fine addition and edition. The workshops are to be held in Cape Town, Durban and 
J’burg… there might l be a course run in another  city as well.   Already some have booked 

their big wheel carriage… including 2011 and 2012 writers.  
 

Own only what you can carry with you; know language, know countries,      

know people. Let your memory be your travel bag.   (Alexander Solzhenitsyn) 
\ 

 

 

 

Join this word adventure? Flyers available. 
 

Here is feedback from previous  participants: 
s  

 

When we arrived, we shared a common commitment – to write. When we left, we shared 

so much more. Having discovered a home space that offered enrichment and blessings, 

a magic maestro to keep us inspired and safe, and kindred writers for support, 

encouragement and laughter, we looked deep inside, opened our hearts, connected to 

our grief, dropped our masks, celebrated the child in us then looked in the mirror to 

see...ourselves. 
 

[ 

[[Poemegranites 

 

 
 

A new poetry book arrived in October 2012 ….From the back 

blurb…  

 
Dorian cracks open red leather to reveal translucent pips lying in 
white pulp, the bitter–sweet aril of the page. Each poem can be 
tasted on the tongue. He brings his attention, imaging skill, word 
play, wit and rhythmic stitching to ancestors, Zen moments, myths, 
intimacies, a lighthouse and the poet’s craft. (Leopard Press)  
 

I have copies ….at R120 

 
 

 
 
 



Digital Publishing-Help offered 
 
 

 
 
An easy and affordable way to get your book published with Change Designs digital 
publishing services. 
 

No printing costs. Minimal distribution costs. World -wide distribution. Your readers can read 
your book on a device of their choice - laptop, eReader, tablet (iPad) or smartphone 
(iPhone).Your book scales to fit the device it is read on. In addition to digital publishing, 
Change Designs provides options to assist you with online sales and advertising of your book.  
 

Ruth Tearle   021 712 2154    Fax: 021 713 2145   http://www.changedesigns.net 

ruth@changedesigns.net 
 
 

 

 

Dorian’s Storyshops/ Writeshops/Conversations 

If you want any of these workshops in your area speak speak. 

Western Cape 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

1. Stellenbosch 

The Magic Carpeters Writing group    R 730 
Last Wed eve of every month (Jan to June 2013) 6.30-9.30 a writing group meets. The Jan-
June theme is playing in scale. Writing exercises, Real conversation, energy, soup and wine…. 
We meet in a grand old Stellenbosch house.  
 

 

2 . Cape Town 
5-6 and 19-20 March  
 

Growing the Person, Growing the Writing: Business Writing Skills Programme for the Cape 
Provincial Treasury (with Graham Williams) 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Cape Town  
Sat 23- Sun 24 March - first weekend wordshop for  LSP ( Life Story Publication) 

 
 

Gauteng 

 
  

 

 

 

4. Johannesburg  
My Collage, the New Year and Me: A Writing Wordshop      R720 

Sun 27 Jan 10.00 – 16.00   

 

In a collage the unconscious rises to meet the conscious to create synergy. 



 

Collages open us to the patterns, themes and rhythms of our lives. They offer us insights and 
surprises.  
See blurb for 6 below 
Venue:      210 Killarney Park cnr 4th  Av and 5th Str (near Killarney Mall)  
 
 

5. Johannesburg 
Sat 16- Sun 17 March - first weekend wordshop for  LSP ( Life Story Publication) 
 
 

 

KZN 
 

 

6. Pietermaritzburg  
My Collage, the New Year and Me: A Writing Wordshop      R720 
Sun 10 Feb 10.00 – 16.00   

 

In a collage the unconscious rises to meet the conscious to create synergy. 
 

Collages open us to the patterns, themes and rhythms of our lives. They offer us insights and 
surprises. This wordshop is for those who would like… 
 

� to celebrate the season 
� explore a relationship 
� wonder about life, choice and change  
� reflect on the past year /  invoke the new year 
� rekindle/find their passion   
� draw meaningful work towards them 

 

Explore your creativity and imagination and write about the emerging images from your 
collage - around the theme that chooses you. Through this ritual of beginnings, we  become 
playfully present. We set intension, possibility and  evoke courage. 
 

Bring writing materials, old magazines, scissors and a glue stick.  
A lunch to share. I’ll provide tea and coffee. 
Venue:   probably Pmb   TBA 

 

7. Ixopo Buddhist Retreat Centre    
Beginner’s Mind : Coming Home to Poetry 
1-3 March      bookings  brcixopo@futurenet.co.za   039 834 1863 
 

I believe that poetry is a primal impulse within us all. …we are all capable of it … a small, 

often ignored corner of us yearns to try it  (Stephen Fry) 
 

  

This retreat is about opening ourselves to the joy of poetry. Poetry is another way of paying 
attention, listening, being in the moment and observing the world.  With Wordsworth,  ‘we see 
into the life of things.’ Poetry opens us to our creativity and imagination. It cultivates a sense 
of belonging and offers us healing. We can all live poetically and find the words that balance 
between voice and silence. 
 

8. Durban/ Pmb 
Sat 9 - Sun 10 March - first weekend wordshop for  LSP ( Life Story Publication) 
 

 

 

 

Ongoing Activities (some repeat info here) 
 

  

 

 
 

 

[ 

 

Email four month Courses:  Writer’s/Poet’s Voice Course – one-on–one tuition  



 

Some folks respond to structure, assignments… if so, ask and it shall be negotiated. Here is 
one possibility: Do you love reading and writing? This one-on-one apprenticeship aims to take 
you further up the writing mountain and offer you a deeper engagement with your craft. This 
course is structured in the nature of an ongoing conversation with a few chosen writers or 
poets, (ancestral or alive) with me and with yourself. I encourage you to keep a journal to 
record your observations and reflections.  
 

Mentoring – one-on-one  

 

“You make me sound like myself” (various clients) Walk with me in words. You put on one  
shoe, I wear the other. Memoirs, mindful adventures, work in the world… genres tumbling out  
of folk on the one-on-one path. Such a richness of story here. Flyer on request. 
5- 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Corporate Work (www.haloandnose.com) with Graham Williams 
 

  

 

In 2012  we facilitated  3 M, Tsogo Southern Sun Life Style Resort, UNISA and Univ of the NW 
storyshops. This year we are once more offering the Provincial Treasury a course ‘Growing the 
Person, Growing the Writing.’ (a  Confidence building/Business skills writing combo)   
 

It was engaging exploring various ways of telling a story  …the course supplied adequately 

those skills needed to start telling a story and how to go about it…(3M manager) 
 

 

 

 

The Halo and the Noose, the Power of story-

telling and story listening in Business Life R195 
 
 

Want to source a 100 plus stories? co-written 
with Graham Williams (Graysonian Press). We 
run corporate story workshops based on our 
book.  
 

Management Today, the monthly journal of 
executive learning, information and knowledge, 
has gone digital and international. We provide 
articles and business-relevant extracts from The 
Halo and the Noose and Story Matters @ Work.  
We can also offer the magazine free to Halo 
and Noose subscribers and members.  A single 
online edition costs US$ 5-60.  
This means that investment in a Halo and Noose 
membership is paid back in only 3 months (and 
this is before taking account of the free eBooks 
and other resources that members receive 
anyway).  It's a wonderful added value. 
 

 

Also checkout 
New in-house programme available: Narrative 

Breakthroughs http://www. 
haloandnoose.com/content.asp?PageID=43 
  

Management Today insert: http://content.yudu.com/A1wout/MTHN  
 

A new metaphor for people/planet/profit: 
http://www.thegreentimes.co.za/stories/business/item/1305-ripening-the-olive   



Speaking Engagements 
 

Be still when you have nothing to say but when genuine passion moves you, say what you've 

got to say, and say it hot. ( D. H. Lawrence)  What are your needs?  

 
Development Work 
 

This year I will working with PACSA and Diakonia Council of Churches. We are publishing the  
stories of stress and trauma counsellors.  

 
Bosman and Nasrudin under starlight  
 

In 2012 Bosman’s  Oom Scalk arrived with stories in his boots at the Gauteng Pig Study group,  
in Kloof for 70 folk, in Newlands around the autumn fire , in Napier and in Hout Bay. Leopards, 
stargazing, peach brandy, starlight, love potions, boerekos. This kind of evening is like singing 
around the piano at home.  Stories and creative activities get folk interacting and 
prompt conversations. Themes…  Chinese, South African,  Mediterranean, Arabian nights. 
Spending quality time. Any rhyme or reason – birthdays, TV fatigue, the art of conversation.  

 
Friends at Work and Play 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Elma Pollard: Write for Earth - email based writing course 
 

Learn the art of eco-journalism with energy and passion. Be published in the Green Times. 
Offer your voice to help craft a better future. http://thegreentimes.co.za/index.php?id=63 
 
 

Anne Haarhoff  OWL (Order, Words, Language) 
 

Need a top class sharp eyed editor and proof reader? Oh so most highly recommended 
044 873 0547  ah1948@gmail.com   078 2733963 
 

Jo Viljoen  
 

I've opened a Narrative Therapy Substance Abuse Recovery Clinic called Clearview Clinic. 
Near Pretoria   012 819 1422  
 

 
Aneta Shaw:  Clinical Psychologist and TRE group Practitioner. 
 
SHAKE off your STRESS! TRE is a bodily technique that relieves chronic and acute stress, 
reduces muscular tension and assists in recovering from the effect of trauma on the body. 
Small group: Aneta 0826868118 or 021 8555415 More info: traumaprevention.com  
 
 

 

Juliette Gyure : Coaching  “ If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies” 

Far Sight Change and Transition Coaching provides a framework, creative processes and 
support mechanisms for people negotiating significant changes and transitions. I have a 
passion for co-creating  innovative pathways to change, transition and transformation with 
my clients. For a free consultation contact me, Juliette Gyure, 0726353818. (Durban- based) 
Working with Juliette you  will come away with what you didn’t know you needed (Dorian) 
  

Julia Griss 
 



I am now working at Centre 89 in Somerset West. I offer consciousness coaching, deep tissue 
massage and reflexology. It’s a fabulous centre with a team of skilled therapists offering 
mainstream alternative therapies.     082 904 8224      julia@inneredge.co.za 
 

Marguerite  (Osler) van der Merwe  
 

The Art of Walking  - Path to Health & the Richness of Well-Being –coffee-table handbook for 
the Journey of The Walker . Conscious Living – Conscious Walking. The ordinary becomes the 
extraordinary. For Book and Workshops/Presentations  - contact author Marguerite  (Osler) 
028 271 4555, margsmerwe@telkomsa.net 
 

Dominic Rex Haarhoff 
 

I am a Shakti Practitioner, Usui Reiki Master and Kundalini Reiki Teacher who lives in the 
Garden route. My approach to healing and personal transformation is holistic, focusing on 
you as a unique, complex, dynamic being of mind, body and spirit.  I offer to serve as a 
facilitator in your self-initiated process of healing and transformation. I offer healing in person 
if you are close enough or any of the three modalities remotely. As such I work with clients 
both locally and internationally. Call me on +27 79 548 8947 or search for me on skype. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
May that ordered-chaotic star dance 
Dorian 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


